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Abstract

Social media usage has exploded over the last couple of years with very specialized lin-

guistic features developing. One such feature is the use of emoji. Some research has been

performed on emoji sentiment focused on a basic negative to positive scale. Our paper

investigates whether a more nuanced, multi-dimensional scale based on Plutchik’s eight

basic emotions, give more informative results. By analyzing the results from a question-

naire we find that according to participants (N = 102) overall sentiments do not always

agree with the emotions perceived in emoji, indicating that information about the linguis-

tic features of emoji is lost when solely using a polarity scale. Additionally we implement

vector models based on data from Twitter to see if similar results can be found there. The

results do not correlate with the participatory study, which suggests that the emotion of

emoji may not be expressed explicitly in practice.
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Introduction The usage of social media
has increased rapidly during the last few
years (Statista, 2018), making it an impor-
tant platform for communication and infor-
mation exchange, as well as a place to ex-
press opinions and emotions. User generated
content can subsequently be used to study
and analyze human behavior or to discover
current trends and attitudes toward specific
subjects.

This revolution in communication has re-
sulted in highly informal and unusual lin-
guistic use on social media, such as abbre-
viations, purposeful misspellings or most re-
cently emoji. Emoji have grown to be very
common, perhaps primarily in social media
context, but also in other areas such as ad-
vertising.

Recent studies have researched the sen-
timent of specific emoji (Novak et al., 2015;
Barbieri et al., 2016; Eisner et al., 2016), in
order to unveil the emoji usage beyond the
emoji’s official description. However, these

studies are often centered around a bipolar
negative to positive scale. This, we argue,
is not enough to cover the emotional range
of humans, and consequently not enough to
cover the range of emotions users wish to ex-
press through emoji. In the following study
we explore if the information about emoji us-
age becomes more nuanced using an eight-
dimensional scale of emotion or whether a
bipolar scale is indeed enough. Thus the
research question is as follows: can novel
information be found when using an eight-
dimensional scale of emotion, compared to
a polarity scale, regarding the sentiment an
emoji conveys to the user?

Method To perform the task of detecting
emotions it became essential to define which
emotions to consider. This paper will ex-
clusively deal with the basic emotions from
Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotions, anger and
fear, anticipation and surprise, joy and sad-
ness and finally trust and disgust. The choice
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of the specific emoji to include was based on
Unicode name and keywords, their frequency
in the Twitter-corpus and finally on personal
judgment (see Table 1).

Table 1: Plutchik’s eight basic emotions together with the of-
ficial Unicode name and a picture of the Twitter appearance
for each chosen emoji.

JOY “Face with Tears of Joy”

SADNESS “Loudly Crying Face”

TRUST “Red Heart”

DISGUST “Face with Medical Mask”

FEAR “Face Screaming in Fear”

ANGER “Pouting Face”

SURPRISE “Face with Open Mouth”

ANTICIPATION “Smirking Face”

Two vector models, one continous bag-
of-words (CBOW) and one skip-gram with
negative sampling (SGNS) model, were
trained on tweets from Språkbanken’s cor-
pora: TWITTER-20151, TWITTER-20162

and TWITTER-20173. All tweets contain-
ing emoji were extracted from the corpora
by use of a Python script accessing the Korp4

API from Språkbanken. All tweets were as-
sembled into one corpus file. Another file
was created, in which duplicate tweets were
removed to not have re-tweets imposing to
much effect on our vectors.

Swectors (Fallgren, Segeblad &
Kuhlmann, 2014) was the basis for the vec-
tor models. The same training and evalua-
tion scripts5 were used, and hyperparameters
were set in accordance with the best results
in the Swectors article. Multiple vectors were
trained out of which one CBOW model (300
dimensions, 40 iterations, 10 window size)
and one SGNS model (50 dimensions, 5 iter-
ations, 10 window size) were used for com-
parison with the survey results. To evaluate
the quality of our models, we used QVEC
(Tsvetkov, Faruqui, Ling, Lample, & Dyer,

2015) evaluation with SALDO as external
lexical resource, as proposed by Fallgren et
al. (2014).

We formed a participatory survey with
a digital questionnaire using Google Forms,
consisting of nine closed questions for each
of the eight emoji. Eight of the questions
were represented by using an interval rank-
ing scale, asking the participants to rate how
much a given emotion corresponds to an
emoji on a scale from 0 to 10, 0 meaning not
corresponding at all and 10 a full correspon-
dance. The presented emotions were based
on Plutchik’s eight basic emotions. Apart
from the gradation tasks, a more general
question using ordinal data was paired with
each emoji. In this question participants
were instructed to pick the overall sentiment
they thought the emoji conveyed, choosing
between , negative, neutral or positive.

102 participants, varying in ages from 12
to 58 years, took part in the study. Legal
gender differed between female (50%), male
(48%) and prefer to not answer (2%) and
participants were either students (79%) or
professionals (21%). A convenience sampling
method was used and the questionnaire was
sent out online as a link leading to a Google
Form, either by e-mail or by private text mes-
sage. However, the particiants were anony-
mous.

Table 2: The sentiment of each of Plutchik’s basic emotions
according to the sentiment lexicon from Minqing Hu and Bing
Liu (2004).

Emotion Sentiment

JOY Positive
SADNESS Negative
TRUST Positive
DISGUST Negative
FEAR Negative
ANGER Negative
SURPRISE Neutral
ANTICIPATION Neutral

1https://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/resource/twitter-2015
2https://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/resource/twitter-2016
3https://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/resource/twitter-2017
4https://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/node/20083
5https://www.ida.liu.se/divisions/hcs/nlplab/swectors/
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Results According to the sentiment lexi-
con from Minqing Hu and Bing Liu (2004)
the words representing the basic emotions
from Plutchik has the sentiment were mostly
negative (four cases) with two words each be-
ing neutral or positive. See Table 2.

The vector models. Table 3 shows the
QVEC results of our models in comparison
with Swectors models with the same hy

Table 3: QVEC scores for our models and Swectors

Model QVEC

SGNS Unique 0.1724
SGNS Swectors 0.1916
CBOW Unique 0.3198
CBOW Swectors 0.3570

The survey. The results from the partic-
ipatory survey show several interesting find-
ings. Face with Tears of Joy is considered
to convey the emotion joy, but little of the
rest of the basic emotions. The majority (n
= 95) view this emoji as positive.

Loudly Crying Face is considered to con-
vey the emotion sadness, but does not the
rest of the basic emotions. The majority (n
= 89) view this emoji as negative and con-
veying sadness (M = 9.15, Mdn = 10.00) but
barely no other negative emotion, like anger
(M = 1.66, Mdn = 1.00), disgust (M = 1.96,
Mdn = 1.00) or fear (M = 2.57, Mdn = 2).
A Wilcoxon signed-rank test confirms the dif-
ference between sadness and anger as statis-
tically significant, z = 8.19, p <0.01, r =
0.87, as well between sadness and fear, z =
8.2, p <0.01, r = 0.86 and between sadness
and disgust, z = 8.23, p <0.01, r = 0.87.

The emoji Red Heart, is strongly consid-
ered to express the emotions joy and trust,
but little of the rest of the basic emotions.
The majority of participants (n = 95) view
this emoji as being positive.

Face with Medical Mask is considered to
convey disgust, but low on the rest of the
basic emotions. The majority (n = 86) re-
gard the emoji as negative, some as neutral
(n = 16) but no one as positive. Participants
choosing the negative sentiment do not re-
gard the emoji as depicting anger (M = 1.37,

Mdn = 0), compared to disgust (M = 6.99,
Mdn = 8) and the difference between the two
is significant, z = 7.67, p <0.01, r = 0.83. As
for the ones who rate the emoji as neutral, a
difference can still be observed between the
ratings for negative emotions (anger, disgust,
fear, sadness) as opposed to positive emo-
tions (joy, trust) and neutral (anticipation,
surprise). A Wilcoxon signed rank test was
applied when comparing the ratings for the
negative and positive resulting in a signifi-
cant difference, z = 3.57, p <0.01, r = 0.45.

Face Screaming in Fear is considered to
convey fear, but even more the emotion sur-
prise. Roughly half of the participants (n =
49) view this emoji as being negative and half
as being neutral (n = 48).

The sentiment ratings for the emoji Pout-
ing Face are mainly negative (n = 100)
and these participants also rate the emotion
anger highest (M = 9.76, Mdn = 10) and
joy the lowest (M = 0.20, Mdn = 0). Aside
from anger, fear has a mean value of 1.91
(Mdn = 1) and sadness 1.71 (Mdn = 1). The
difference between anger and sadness is sta-
tistically significant, z = 8.73, p <0.01, r =
0.87, also anger and fear z = 8.67, p <0.01,
r = 0.87 and anger and disgust z = 8.22,
p <0.01, r = 0.82. Only two participants
in total grade the emoji positive respective
neutral.

Face with Open Mouth is highly consid-
ered to convey surprise, but little of the rest
of the basic emotions. The majority of par-
ticipants (n = 74) views this emoji as being
neutral.

Finally, the results for the emoji named
Smirking Face shows none of the basic emo-
tions receiving a high ranking, joy (M = 4.19,
Mdn = 5) and anticipation (M = 5.20, Mdn
= 6) getting the highest ranks. The majority
of participants (n = 79) view this emoji as
being positive.

The comparison. The manually created
data from the survey and the data from
the computational vector models was com-
pared statistically by Pearson’s correlation
coefficient. The result from model based
on SGNS showed a small statistically sig-
nificant correlation, r(64) = 0.35, p = 0.04.
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The correlation between the model based on
CBOW and data from the questionnaire was
even smaller, but still statistically significant,
r(64) = 0.28, p = 0.024.

Discussion Discussion of results. When
analyzing the results from the survey, indi-
cations can be found both speaking for and
against our hypothesis. Some emoji have
completely consistent sentiment and emotion
and a few have ambiguous results. How-
ever, a number of emoji show significant dif-
ferences between emotions belonging to the
same sentiment, speaking for our hypothe-
sis. According to the participants, sentiment
and emotion of emoji do not always entirely
correspond with each other. Participants do
also give different ratings to emotions belong-
ing to the same sentiment. Hence, it may
be argued that sentiment analysis using only
two dimensions entails loss of semantic infor-
mation the emoji can convey.

Even though a statistically significant
correlation can be detected between the re-
sults both from the survey and the skip-gram
model and between the survey and the bag of
words model, the correlation is indeed very
small. This could be due to multiple reasons.

One perspective of emoji usage we do not
take into consideration is how the perceived
emotion of emoji can be highly influenced by
the context within which it occurs. There-
fore the results from the survey may not be
representative since these emoji lack any con-
text. At the same time, the vector models
only focus on particular words instead of the
emotion the entire tweet as a whole conveys,
hence no concern is given to possible occur-
rences of irony or sarcasm. Moreover, the
data set may be too small to find relevant
patterns, or this is simply due to errors in
the methodology of the study. Another pos-
sible problem with the results from the com-
puter models is the possibility of emoji not
co-occurring with emotional words on Twit-
ter, but rather replacing them. Instead of
explicitly stating their feelings towards some-
thing and using affective words like ’happy’,
Twitter users might leave out those words
and simply include an emoji to convey said

emotion. Obviously, the results of this paper
is also limited by confining the tweets ana-
lyzed to ones written in Swedish and we can
not know for certain that there is no con-
flict between emoji usage in a Swedish con-
text and that of other languages or cultures.

The results from the vector models also
show how a majority of closest vectors for ev-
ery emoji consist of other emoji, which makes
the objective of finding co-occurring words
questionable. With this knowledge in mind,
it is probable that by combining emoji, the
intended emotion goes beyond the individual
emoji’s emotions.
Methodological issues Since the emotions in
the questionnaire were translated, some lin-
guistic complications might have emerged.
Furthermore we based this study exclusively
on Plutchik’s demarcation, hence it may
exist other more suitable categorizations.
The emoji we chose were consequently also
based on Plutchik’s emotions by looking at
their Unicode name, description and per-
sonal judgment. One could argue against
these decisions due to them being biased,
and also because the chosen emoji are lim-
ited in the regard that the participants only
had a specific set of emoji to rate. The lim-
ited set of emoji chosen for this particular
paper may not be the optimal representa-
tion for the emotions of Plutchik, other emoji
might convey the intended emotion more ac-
curately, providing a more reliable result. On
the other hand, the opposite could also lead
to a problematic validity, in that perhaps the
emoji we chose to include in this study con-
vey specific emotions to a greater extent than
most other emoji. Either way, the limitations
in number of emoji included is obviously a
substantial issue and something to take into
consideration.

Another limitation we did not account for
when designing the survey and the question-
naire, was to include open-ended questions
such as why the participants rated each emoji
as they did. This could be intriguing infor-
mation to possess and an even further lead
towards gaining a more meaningful result.
Using a quantitative questionnaire did how-
ever enable us to gather a great set of data
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and as a consequence make more general as-
sumptions based on the results.

Since the vector models are entirely based
on data from Twitter, the content is very dis-
tinct, and differs fundamentally from more
traditional types of textual content. For one,
language in social media has less focus on
correct spelling and contain more made-up
words and slang. Since Twitter has an upper
word limit abbreviations, both conventional
and original, may occur more frequently, as
well as acronyms. Another common ele-
ment is onomatopoetic laughs and expres-
sions such as ’haha’ that can be modified into
close to infinitely different types (’hahaha’
versus ’hahahaha’ for example). The ques-
tion concerning whether these and other sim-
ilar examples should be considered the same
word or not is however extremely difficult, as
well as determining whether they should be
treated alike or as having separate meanings
or intensities.

Conclusion In this paper we investigate
the possibility of analyzing emoji by con-
ducting emotion analysis using an eight-
dimensional scale based on Plutchik’s Wheel
of Emotions, rather than sentiment analysis
with a polarity scale ranging from negative to
positive. By implementing an online survey
we examine the attitude people have towards
the emotions of emoji and demonstrate how
according to respondents, emoji sentiments
do not always correspond with emoji emo-
tions, as well as highlight that different
emotions belonging to the same sentiment-
category do not always correspond. We also
implement computational models based on
Swedish Twitter corpora from Språkbanken
to calculate the cosine similarity between the
emoji vectors and vectors for words related to
the eight emotions to see whether the same
indications can be found in practice.

When analyzing the cosine similarities
between the average mean vector for every
emotion with the emoji vectors, the results
did not correspond with the results from the
survey. Several reasons exist for this, firstly
a major variance in how emoji are perceived
and used with or without context may ex-

ist, secondly the model suffers from a great
deal of problems which could have affected
the outcome.

Emotion analysis might eventually re-
place the conventional sentiment analysis of
a polarity scale in many areas, such as when
analyzing peoples’ expressions of opinion in
social media regarding important matters.
Additionally, emotion analysis can act as a
tool for more psychological and linguistic re-
search interested in examining trends in hu-
man behavior.

Even though we have proposed the
method of emotion analysis, we have
nonetheless merely touched upon the sur-
face of it. It would be beneficial for fu-
ture research to extend the set of emoji to
strengthen the proposition for emotion anal-
ysis as a relevant method. It is also possi-
ble to extend the analysis based on another
demarcation of basic emotions and not only
Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotions. Adopting a
qualitative research method could also gain
greater knowledge regarding Internet users’
opinions on which emotions emoji may com-
municate.
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